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Harry Potter Round v.2.0 
TTGTII vA. I I : None More Black 
Written by Mary Moran and Jessica Stumphy of the University ofIowa 
Subject: All things Harry Potter 

Tossups 

I. This Hogwarts student makes the typical first-year journey across the lake untypical by falling in and being 
rescued by the giant squid. Muggle born, his father is a postman, and he imitates his sibling' s hero-worship of 
Harry. FTP, name this Gryffindor House and Dumbledore' s Army member, the younger brother of Colin Creevey. 

Answer: _Dennis Creevey_ 

2. This jovial wizard lost thirty-seven Galleons to Fred and George Weasley at the Quiddich World Cup, but 
cheated them by paying them with leprechaun gold. A Ministry of Magic official, he achieved his position only 
after having been acquitted of passing information to Voldemort's supporters. He runs into trouble again when he is 
unable to pay off his gambling debts to goblins after the completion of the Triwizard Tournament. FTP, name this 
former beater for the Winborn Wasps, now the Director of Magical Games and Sports. 

Answer: _Ludo (OR Ludovic) Bagman_ 

3. Called by a shrieking cry, these creatures are known for their dependable sense of direction . Out of all the 
students in the Care of Magical Creatures class, only a Slytherin boy, Neville, and Harry can see them. FTP, name 
these skeletal creatures with leathery wings that pull the Hogwarts carriages and are only visible to individuals who 
have seen death. 

Answer: Thestrals 

4. Her mother Andromeda was Sirius' s favorite cousin, her father a Muggle-born named Ted who got Andromeda' s 
name burned off the Black family tree tapestry. By her own admission she is "dead clumsy," but she got top marks 
in Concealment and Disguise during Auror training. The first time Harry meets her she has purple hair, but we also 
see her with pink hair and as an old woman. FTP, name this Metamorphmagus who prefers to be called by her 
surname. 

Answer: Nymphadora _Tonks_ 

5. This is the first Charm that Harry works on with the D.A.; when Zacharias Smith disdains it as too simple, Harry 
points out that it kept Voldemort from killing him during the graveyard battle. It is also the first attack taught to the 
Dueling Club by Snape and Lockhart. FTP, give the command used to perform the Disarming Charm, associated 
with a word meaning "to drive out by force." 

Answer: _Expelliarmus_ (Prompt on "Disarming Charm" before it is mentioned in the question) 

6. One of the illustrations in the American edition of Book 4 shows Ron encircled by this girl's flowing tresses. In 
fact, she bedazzles all the male students at Hogwarts, but only shows interest in Roger Davies and Bill Weasley. 
FTP, name this teenager with Veela blood, a student at Beauxbatons who is one of the competitors in the Triwizard 
Tournament. 

Answer: Fleur Delacour 

7. This noted opera-lover enjoys a quiet life in Devon with his wife, Perenelle-at least until the end of Book I. 
He's not listed in the Study of Recent Developments in WizardlY, but after months of searching, Harry finally finds 
his name listed on the back of a Chocolate Frog card, and then Hermione remembers that he was also listed in a 
book about alchemy. FTP, give the name of this real-life alchemist, the only known maker of the Philosopher's 
Stone who died after it was destroyed. 



Answer: Nicholas Flamel 

8. This character with white-blond hair and astonishingly blue eyes is first introduced in Book 1, when he rescues 
Harry from Voldemort in the form of Professor QuirrelI. After Professor Trelawney is fired in Book Five, he 
becomes the Divination teacher. This association with humans, along with the fact that he often disagrees with the 
older and more cynical members of his herd, gets him thrown out of the Forbidden Forest. FTP, who is this centaur 
whose name is the Italian equivalent of the town of Florence? 

Answer: Firenze 

9. After giving Harry an idea for a place to hold D.A. meetings, he decorates it for Christmas with dozens of 
Christmas ornaments with Harry's face on them. Thwarting Hermione's attempt to trick others of his kind into 
unwittingly freeing themselves, he continually appears in Book 5 wearing eight or nine knitted hats. He got Harry 
locked in his room and nearly expelled in Book 2 and has even caused problems in the real world, when the movie 
version of him was thought by some to be a caricature of Vladimir Putin. FTP, name this freedom-loving house-elf. 

Answer: _Dobby_ 

10. As Head of the Department of Magical Law enforcement, this witch was supposed to be in charge at Harry's 
disciplinary hearing - until it was changed to a full criminal trial at the last moment. Unlike Cornelius Fudge, she 
believes Arabella Figg's testimony about dementors in Little Whinging. She is very interested in Harry's ability to 
produce a corporeal patronus, an interest she passes on to her niece Susan. FTP, identify this witch whose name 
suggests she might have a skeletal look. 

Answer: Amelia Bones 

11. She agrees to go to the Yule Ball with Fred after giving him an "appraising sort of look," and demonstrates 
similar courage when she is the only legal Gryffindor entry in the Triwizard tournament. She seems low-key in the 
first three books compared to Oliver Wood, but becomes much more strict upon assuming the Quiddich captainship 
in Book 5. FTP, name this Gryffindor Chaser. 

Answer: _Angelina_ Johnson 

12. This friend of Hermione seems to have an ability to sense the reality behind a disguise, since he was the only 
one to suspect that Scabbers was a threat to Hermione, Ron, and Harry. We first meet this ginger-haired, bowlegged 
character in Diagon Alley at the beginning of the Third Year, and he becomes a resident of Hogwarts soon after. His 
squashed face makes him look grumpy, but he has turned into a pretty friendly cat. FTP, give the name of this pet 
who may have derived his name from a nickname for Richard III. 

Answer: Crookshanks 

13. Mr. Filch has found cleaning supplies there, and when the Weasley twins were hiding from Filch, it was a 
broom closet. When Dumbledore was on a desperate search for a bathroom, it was filled with chamber pots. After 
Winky goes on a bender, Dobby finds it supplied with an elf-sized bed and antidotes to Butterbeer. Naturally, it 
provides the perfect location for D.A. meetings, being filled with books of jinxes and pillows to land on. FTP, name 
this place, which appears whenever anyone needs it in the perfect condition to meet that need. 

Answer: _The Room of Requirement_ 

14. Harry's eyes water the first time he meets this character, since Hagrid has instructed him not to blink until this 
character bows to him. When Voldemort wants to give the impression that Sirius Black is not at home, he gives 
instructions to have this character injured so that Sirius will have to tend him and won't be able to talk to Harry. 
This character's connection with Sirius goes back to Book 3, when Dumbledore sends Harry and Hermione back in 
time to "save more than one innocent life." FTP, name this Hippogriff, friend to Sirius and Hagrid. 

Answer: Buckbeak 



15. It's dank, dark, and decorated with serpents on door knockers and chandeliers. After being uninhabited for 
many years, it's also infested with scores of magical pests. Most disturbingly, it still bears indications of the dark 
wizards who once lived there, like the heads of house-elves and the shrieking picture of Mrs. Black hanging on the 
wall. It can't be seen from outside, and squeezes its way between its neighbors only when someone thinks about its 
address; appropriately enough, it's located on a street whose name sounds like a dismal fungus . FTP, give the 
address of the Order of the Phoenix and ancestral home of Sirius Black. 

Answer: Number _Twelve Grimmauld_ Place (prompt on Order of the Phoenix headquarters 
before it appears in the question) 

16. His antagonist is Sir Patrick Delaney-Podmore, the head of the group he would like to join. This member of the 
Mimsy-Porpington family is among those attached by the Basilisk, and he is able to provide Harry with an inside 
look into the afterlife. FTP, name this victim ofa botched beheading who is played in the movies by John Creese. 

Answer: _Nearly Headless Nick_ 

17. At the end of Book 5, she starts dating Dean Thomas, although she'd been with Michael Corner for most of the 
year and had attended the Yule Ball with Neville the year before. This series of romances seems to have chased 
away her previous shyness, as she reveals a talent for Quiddich and an ability for mischief-making probably 
patterned after her brothers. FTP, name this student who nearly lost her life to Tom Riddle in the Chamber of 
Secrets. 

Answer: _Ginny _ Weasley 

18. The Order of the Phoenix loses theirs when Sturgis Podmore is arrested. They're very rare and very valuable, 
made of a light silvery material that feels like water has been woven into it. Harry's father left his in Dumbledore ' s 
possession before he died, so Dumbledore was able to pass it on to Harry during his first Christmas at Hogwarts. 
FTP, name this item of clothing that allows Harry, Ron, and Hermione to go all sorts of places where they shouldn't 
be seen. 

Answer: _Invisibility Cloak_ 

19. Percy's first boss at the Ministry was known for being so tough on Dark wizards that he resolutely sent his son 
off to Azkaban. That son got his revenge, though, by putting his father under the Imperius Curse once he escaped. 
He then killed his father, masqueraded as a Hogwarts professor, and helped Voldemort return to power, but lost his 
soul to a Dementor's kiss. FTP, give the name shared by this doomed father and son. 

Answer: _Bartemius_ (or Bart or Barty) _Crouch_ 

20. When we last see her in The Three Broomsticks, she looks a little scruffY-the polish on her two-inch nails is 
chipped, and some of the false jewels in her winged glasses are missing. She reluctantly writes a positive story 
about Harry after being blackmailed by Hermione, who keeps control over her by threatening to reveal that she is an 
unregistered Animagus. FTP, identifY this reporter who can become a beetle but whose name sounds more like a 
bloodsucking insect. 

Answer: Rita Skeeter 

21. This boy is small and nervous, with mousy hair and a pointed nose. As a man, he has the shrunken appearance 
of someone who was once overweight but has lost a lot of weight in a short amount of time. After Harry spares 
his life, Dumbledore tells Harry that this character is in debt to him, but we have yet to see whether that debt 
will be repaid . FTP, name this Death Eater who literally gave his right hand to help Voldemort return to power. 

Answer: Peter _Pettigrew _ (Also accept _ WormtaiL prompt on Scabbers) 
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Bonuses 

I; .~. Now that the Weasley twins have set up their joke shop, they're sure to take the wizarding world by storm. 
Name these things that might appear in their mail-order catalog for the stated number of points. 

For 5: These flesh-colored strings came in handy at the headquarters of the Order of the Phoenix. 

Answer: Extendable ears 

For 10: These goody bags contain a number of treats designed to get the buyer out of class, albeit with some 
suffering on their part. 

Answer: _Skiving snackboxes_ 

For 15: One ofthe features in the skiving snackboxes, the orange end makes you vomit uncontrollably until you eat 
the purple end. 

Answer: _Puking pastilles_ 

2'. Show you're in the inner circle of the Order of the Phoenix by naming these order members FTP each. 

This character seems to be made for Samuel L. Jackson to play in the movie of Book 5-he's a bald black wizard 
who works at the Ministry. 

Answer: Kinsgley Shacklebolt (accept either first or last name for all three answers) 

This wizard was arrested and sent to Azkaban for trying to break into the Department of Mysteries, although he was 
probably under the Imperius Curse at the time. 

Answer: Sturgis Podmore 

This excitable, top hat-wearing wizard has popped up as early as the first book, where he bowed to Harry in a store 
and met him during his first trip to Diagon Alley. 

Answer: Dedalus Diggle 

:3,, ~. Given that Harry and his friends are still several years from being of age, even in the wizarding world, they 
spend a lot of time in pubs. Name these hangouts FTP each. 

This establishment in London provides the entrance into Diagon Alley. 

Answer: _The Leaky Cauldron_ 

This Hogsmeade pub is a popular hangout for Hogwarts students looking for a good bottle of butter beer. 

Answer: The Three Broomsticks 

When Harry and his friends meet to organize their D.A. meetings, they go to this seedy Hogsmeade bar with a 
slightly gruesome sign outside to match its name. 

Answer: _The Hog's Head_ 

4. Everyone know that the only reason that Gryffindor failed to win the Quidditch Cup in the first two books is 
because Harry played for the team with the worst luck in the world. Name these players from the opposing teams on 

--./1 a 5-10-15 basis. 



() (5) This attractive player caught the snitch the only time that Harry failed to during a match. 
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Answer: _Cedric Diggory_ 

(10) This one-time pretend dementor is the Captain of the Slytherin team through Book 3. 

Answer: Marcus Flint 

(15) This Slytherin chaser and Inquisitorial Squad member gets stuffed in a vanishing cabinet by Fred and George 
Weasley 

Answer: _Montague_ 

5. Despite the general amazement that Harry was passed over for prefect, someone had to be appointed to the 
position. Name the two fifth year prefects in Book 5 for each house. 

FFP: Gryffindor 

Answer: _Hermione_ Granger and _Ron_ (or _Ronald~ Weasley 

FTP: Slytherin 

Answer: _Draco _ Malfoy and _Pansy_Parkinson 

FI5P: RavencIaw 

Answer: Anthony Goldstein and Padma Patil (accept either first or last name for both) 

6. It seems that Sirius Black is related to everyone in the wizarding world. Name these relatives of The Noble and 
Most Ancient House of Black for the stated number of points. 

FFP: Sirius's cousin, she helped torture the Longbottoms into insanity. 

Answer: Bellatrix Lestrange (accept either first or last name) 

FTP: Bellatrix's self-loving sister, she married Lucius Malfoy. 

Answer: _Narcissa_ Malfoy 

FI5P: This most unpopular headmaster of Hog warts carries messages between Sirius and Dumbledore through his 
portraits. 

Answer: Phineas Nigellus (accept either name) 

.], $ . It shows not your face but your heart's desire. For the stated number of points, describe what each of these 
people sees in the Mirror ofErised. 

FFP: Harry 

Answer: His Jamily_ (Accept his ----.Parents~ 

FTP: Ron 

Answer: _Himself as Quiddich captain and Head Boy_ 

F15P: Dumbledore 
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Answer: _HimselC holding a pair of thick woolen _socks_ (He can never have enough socks!) 

j. Iti\. In order to reach the Philosopher's Stone (or the Sorcerer's Stone, if you're going with the history-deficient 
American version), Harry, Ron and Hermione must pass through a series of challenges. Answer these 
questions about those challenges FTP each. 

This three-headed dog guards the trapdoor that is the entrance to the secret passageway where the Stone is kept. 

Answer: _FluffY_ 

After falling through the trapdoor, the fearless three land on Devil's Snare, a plant which will strangle you unless 
you scare it with this. 

Snape probably made the potions in the series of bottles that Harry must choose from to drink and pass through a 
wall of fire. However, the real talent needed here is a Muggle skill that Hermione says many of the greatest wizards 
lack. 

Answer: Jogic_ (accept equivalents) 

9. After taking OWLS this year, fifth-year Hogwarts students might finally be able to opt out of classes like boring 
History of Magic taught by the spectral Professor Binns. Name these other Hogwarts teachers for the stated number 
of points . 

FFP: Played by Kenneth Branaugh in the movies, he is the Defense Against the Dark Arts teacher in Book 2. 

Answer: Gilderoy _Lockhart_ 

FTP: She 's the eagle-eyed flying instructor and Quiddich referee. 

Answer: Madam Hooch 

F15P: She takes over Care of Magical Creatures whenever Hagrid is absent, much to the relief of most of the 
students. 

Answer: Professor Grubbly-Plank 

10 #J. As Lucius Malfoy superciliously reminds us, Weasley family members are easily indentified by their red hair. 
See if you can tell them apart from one another FTP each. 

This pony-tailed brother works for Gringotts, sometimes as a charm-breaker in Egypt. 

Bill 

In Book 1, his friends help Harry, Ron and Hermione return Norbert the Norwegian Ridgeback to his natural habitat. 

Charlie 

He's always been a bit egotistical, but in Book 5 he goes so far as to reject his whole family to support Cornelius 
Fudge. 
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11 . The Boggart represents all our worst childhood fears about the monster under the bed-it hides in dark places 
and becomes whatever each person most fears . Describe the way that the Boggart appears to each of these people 
on a S-1 O-IS basis. 

FFP: Harry 

Answer: A dementor 

FTP: Ron 

Answer: A _spider_ 

F1SP: Remus Lupin 

Answer: A full moon 

12. Fans of the movies still have to wait more than six months to see what The Prisoner of Azkaban will look like, 
but of course web sites have been keeping careful track of the casting. IdentifY the actors playing the following 
parts FTP each. 

This actor from Gosford Park took over the role of Dumb led ore after Richard Harris died. 

Answer: Michael Gambon 

He seems more like a villain to me, but of course everyone thinks he ' s a villain for most of Book 3. Name the actor 
picked to play Sirius Black. 

Answer: _Gary Oldman_ .--This Sense and Sensibility actress ·ha·s-b-e-etfTumored to have the role ofSybill Trelawney_ Does that mean she once 
had a fling with Gilderoy Lockhart? 

Answer: Emma _Thompson_ 

13. All the charms that Hogwarts students learn in Professor Flitwick ' s class can be used to enchant inanimate 
objects to do some pretty interesting things. 

FFP: Enchanted by Mr. Weasley, this object carries Harry and Ron to school at the beginning of their second year. 

Answer: Car 

For an additional ten points, what is the color and make of the car? (S points for each) 

Answer: _blue Ford Anglia_ 

FFP: When Voldemort and Dumbledore have their confrontation at the Ministry of Magic, this item joins in the fight 
and protects Harry. 

Answer: _Statue _ (accept statue of a wizard, which is the part of the statue that protects Harry) 

Five points for three and ten points for all five, name the five beings represented by the golden statue that is 
destroyed in the process. 

Answer: _Witch, wizard, house-elf, centaur, goblin_ 

14. Wizard families have black sheep too. Name these siblings who range from odd to downright menacing. 
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Hagrid brings this half-brother back from the realm ofthe giants and tries to civilize him. 

Answer: _ Grawp_ 

She's not a witch, but she's just as scary as Grawp; Harry blows up this sister of Uncle Vernon in a fit of rage. 

Answer: _Aunt Marge_ 

Mad-Eye Moody describes this brother of Dumb led ore as a "strange bloke." 

Answer: Aberforth 

15. The pictures can move in wizarding newspapers, but otherwise the magical media pretty much mirror our own. 
IdentifY these highlights of magical journalism FTP each. 

Hermione is one of the only students who takes this newspaper every day; its name suggests an ability to report the 
news even before it happens. 

Answer: The _Daily Prophet_ 

This argumentative-sounding paper' s name is the wizardly equivalent of the Enquirer. 

Answer: The _Quibbler_ 

The editor of the Quibbler is the father of this dreamy student. 

Answer: _Luna Lovegood_ 

16. Over the years, we've learned more and more about the magical places scattered and hidden throughout 
England. Give the names of these locations FTP each. 

The name ofthe Weasley ' s house appropriately suggests a cozy, if cramped, hideaway. 

Answer: The Burrow 

This shop in Hogsmeade can provide Hogwarts students with enough of a sugar rush to last for months. 

Answer: _Honeydukes_ 

This wizarding hospital is hidden in an abandoned factory in London 

Answer: _St. Mungo ' s_ Hospital for Magical Maladies and Injuries 

17. J.K. Rowling has populated her books with a wide variety of magical creatures, some already familiar and 
some completely new. IdentifY these on a 5-10-15 basis. 

FFP: During the second task of the Triwizard Tournament, they guard the hostages in their underwater home. 

Answer: _Merpeople_ (Accept mermaids) 

FTP: When Professor Lockhart releases a cage of these in the classroom, Seamus Finnegan scoffs at them, but they 
manage to cause a good deal of trouble. 

Answer: Cornish -pixies_ 
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FI5P: One of Hag rid's brilliant ideas for Care of Magical Creatures, they sting, suck blood, and occasionally 
explode in the tail region. 

Answer: Blast-Ended Skrewts 

18. When Hogwarts students take their O.W.L.s, they'll have to perform charms as part of the practical test. In 
order to see whether you'd rate an 0 for outstanding or a T for Troll, perform these spells FTP each. 

Hermione performs this spell to levitate a feather during Charms class, and Ron later uses it to drop a club on a troll. 
You'll get ten points for the command and another ten for either identifying or performing the motion. 

Answer: _ Wingardium Leviosa_; the motion is known as _swish and flick_; it looks like an upward swoop and a 
downwards jab. Use your judgement. © 

In order to open a locked door, you tap the lock with your wand and say this: 

Answer: Alohomora - -

19. The original plan to make one movie per year has already slowed down, and there have been other changes as 
well. Identify these players in the movie-making process FTP each. 

This director of Mrs. Doubtjire directed the first two movies and is staying on as producer for the third. 

Answer: Chris Columbus 

The Prisoner of Azkaban will be directed by this man, whose Y Tu Mama Tambien suggests that he might present a 
different kind of Hogwarts. 

Answer: Alfonso Cuaron 

He has played Harry through the first three movies, but it ' s unclear whether he'll continue in the franchise . 

Answer: Daniel Radcliffe 

20. I' m expecting E! to do a Love Chain show on Cho Chang any day now-after all, she 's doing a pretty good job 
working her way through the male students at Hogwarts. Name these links in Cho ' s chain for the stated number 
of points. (Accept either first or last name.) 

Cho starts dating this fellow Ravenclaw after they lose their Quidditch match 

Answer: Michael Corner 

Cho turns him down for the Yule Ball, but goes on a pretty unsuccessful date with him to Hogsmeade. 

Answer: Harry 

Cho tries to make Harry jealous by telling him she'd been to Madam Puddifoot's with this student. 

Answer: Roger Davies 




